Showcasing textures in simple geometry, with concealed hardware and innovative functions to allow the surfaces to draw your senses.

Plato’s 125-year heritage has led us organically to this combination of highest quality in frameless construction, continuous function renewal and our everlasting commitment to desirable aesthetics.

The European Kitchen made in the USA.
This elegant bathroom utilizes The Collection’s textures to balance the room’s expansive windows and light-toned sleek, hard surfaces. The modern, yet timeless cabinetry uses Split Walnut from our Timber family to lend rich, warm tones and rustic depth to the space. The panels framing the cabinets are in soft Black from our Talc family, which not only provide drama, but are uniquely well suited to a bathroom setting with its low maintenance and extreme durability.

Colors and textures may differ from actual product. Please refer to product samples before ordering.
This contemporary kitchen mixes textures from The Collection to create a serene, inviting, and modern space. The wooded lot was incorporated into the space via the large picture windows, allowing for natural light to flood the room. The neutral color palette of warm grays, white, and walnut complement the textures themselves and create a space that is bold yet familiar.

The perimeter was designed in our matte gray Talc, a smart soft-touch material with anti-fingerprint and scratch-resistant properties. The subtle leather texture of Hide, in combination with the raised walnut countertop and waterfall edge, makes the island a stunning workspace, perfect for entertaining. The walnut bar cabinetry was done in the heavily textured Surf material which acts as a feature piece adds a pop of character.

**TIMBER:** With an unprecedented physical depth of surface, Timber gives reference to wood’s rugged origins while providing an unexpected richness and sophistication.

**HIDE:** Elevate your design with the subtle texture of Hide. Sophisticated with a hint of masculinity, it’s an instant classic.

**TALC:** Not to be underestimated, the velvety soft touch of Talc is as functional as it is beautiful.

**SURF:** Like the rippling surface of the ocean, the depth and flow of Surf will add visual and physical interest to any space. It is a statement surface with organic roots.
Five generations of quality craftsmanship have taken a twist into the modern.